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CHAPrl!;R 1
In traduction.
La.w of Negligence
"Negligence" ma,y signify full direct intention to one's
conduct and its consequences 1, in which case it is a form of'
the recklessness described above. More usually, however, it
signifies direct intention by the defendant a simple example
being the motorist who falls asleep at the wheel. It may be
that the word should be used only in the latter SenSe 2 but
a defendant clearly cannot escape liability because he adver-
ted to the risk if the case is one where even inadvertence
would saddle him with liability •
.An illustration of full intention is VAUGEAN V 11ENWVE 3
where the defendant had been warned that his haystack was like-
ly to overheat and to take fire, which might spread to the land
of his neighbour. He said he would chance it 4, and he was held
liable for the damage which occured when the stack actually took
fire.
Action of Professional Men
A man who practises a profession is bound to exercise
the skill and competence of' an ordinarily competent practitioner
in that profession.
"Every person who enters inte a learned profession undertakes
to bring to the exercises of ita reasonable degree of care and
skill. He does not undertake, if he is an attorney, that at all
events you shall gain your case, nor does a surgeon undertakes
that he will perform a cure; nor does he undertake to use the
1 'vI.V.H Rogers in Winfield & Jolowics on tort
2 See conunents of Lord Reid in h.H V .::"t!u.hrell (1965) A.C 656,672
3 (1837) 3 Bring N.C. 468
4 He was insured
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highest possible degree of skill. 'l'here may be persons who have
higher education and greater advantages than he has, but he under-
takes to bring a fair, reasonable and competent degree oi' skill".
'l'he same ru.le applies to any man exercising a ki led
trade or business. II If a Smith prick II\Y horse with a nail, etc,
I shall have II\Y action t;.pon ~he case aBainst him, ·'Ii.thout any
warranty by the smith to do it well ••• for it is the duty of every
artificer to exercise his art righty and truly as he ought? ".
It follows that an action for negligence will be lie
for damage caused by the failure to exercise due care and skill
by proving either that the defendent did not possess the register
sk.ill or by showing that, although he possess it, he did not exercise
it in the particular case.
As the standard of care and skill is that possessed by
a Iran of ordinary competente exercioing the sarnecalling, it follows
that the opinions of persons exercising that calling as to the
conduct of a reasonably skilU'ulUlan Wlder the p:l.rticular circumtances
are admissible in evidence. In an action againts an insurance, Tindal
CJ said: ''The point, therefore, to be determined is, not whether
the defendent a~r....ived at a correct conclusion upon reading the letter
bu t Whether, upon the occasion in question, 1\.e did or did not exer-
cise a reasonable and proper care, skill and judgement. This is
a question of fact, the decision of which appears to us to rest upon
t his further inquiry, via, whether other persons exercising the
same profession or calling, and being men of experience and skill
5 lanJ;tlier V 111ipos (1838) 8 c. & p. 475,pt:r 'I'indal C.J.
6. F.N.B. 94 D
